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PRICES DESIGN 2023/2024 
Hi! Please see the price list of our services.
Our prices express the correctness of the services offered. The studio is based on integrity and mutual respect. Thank you!

Available for Year 2023/2024

For customized offers, please contact us anytime! We'll get back to you in about 24-48 hours with an answer! 

DESIGN Rating per HOUR J 

CREATION 
*per Hour

*Analysis, documentation, brainstorming selection of
choices and preparation for their implementation. 
Ideation, copywriting, 1-1 conferences on demand 
to make the best decisions! 40euro / Hour 

DESIGN 
*per Hour

*DTP services, technical editing, pagination, scanning,
vectors & other techniques or layouts. 
Graphics of various types on request! 50euro / Hour 

FAST DDLs 
*per Hour

*Those services called - emergencies - are when you ask 
us for extraordinary and qualitative things in a very short 
time. Urgent projects are delivered at the best quality, in 
the shortest possible time & are charged by the hour or 
through a personalized offer, upon request. Depending 
on the volume of projects, sometimes this is not possible. 
Thank you for understanding!

65euro / Hour 

Here we offer entry prices. For customized offers, please contact us anytime! 

MORE FEEDBACK = MORE SPENDING J 

FREE 
*up to 3

* In each creative package the first 3 revisions are 
provided by us, because we consider that these 3 
stages are enough to deliver a complete, finished & 
functional product. Up to 3 / FREE of charge

FEEDBACKs 
*from  3 +

*Due to changes in the review process and high volume 
of feedback a fee applies, representing the design 
process added on top of to ensure full delivery of new 
options that entered the pre-approved creative 
process!

Each fbk / 10 euro

Here we offer entry prices. For customized offers, please contact us anytime! 

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT OUR SERVICES J 

OUR RULES 
* In every profession there are certain rules of conduct that must be respected in order to 
protect the relationship with clients. We will ensure the delivery of the project in a complex and 
professional manner. We look forward to participating in any collaboration of mutual respect 
and professionalism.

TRUST THE 
PROCESS 

*Your image is our image, SO OUR DELIVERY DESIGN MUST BE GOOD. We offer quality at a fair 
price, along with involvement and the most modern solutions. Our customers are the most 
important for us! You can trust that we will always deliver based on the completed brief and 
internal discussions for a happy ending on both sides.

Here we offer entry prices. For customized offers, please contact us anytime!  

FREE CONSULTATION, ALWAYS! J 

FREE DISCUSSIONS 
*  We believe that good things come out when communication is clear. For any need, we 
have clear information. We believe in transparency and clarity in any project or field.
* Do not hesitate to call us whenever you have any questions and throughout the creative 
process!

WHATSAPP / FACEBOOK/ 
OTHERS 

We are available ONLINE* for worldwide projects. We offer online consulting (write to us 
anytime), you can also find us OFFLINE* by a phone call (between 08:00-18:00 pm)

GGDESIGNO CREATIVE STUDIO 
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Or choose a starting price with a personalized offer. 
MAIN SERVICES OF GGDESIGNO CREATIVE STUDIO 

Product naming services, service naming and company naming
The starting prices shown here are indicative, for a personalized price, contact us! 

NAMING.starting prices. 
GHIDUL 
NUMELUI 
DE BRAND, 
DE PRODUS, 
Etc. 
*variabil

*120 euro OFFERs 

BRIEF, RESEARCH, BRAINSTORMING, CREATION, FINAL 
OPTIONS *(Selecting the most suitable names)
*We create and present the short list of names, the story
of your branding name 
*Final Presentation in PPT/PDF file

Logo services: mark /pictogram best shape brand mark & more.
 The starting prices shown here are indicative, for a personalized price contact us!

LOGO. starting prices. 

LOGO
*BASIC

*120 euro OFFERs 
Creation + Design (2 models)
Limited reviews (3 free)
Vectorial usage for online & offline (high-res)
FREE Business Card

LOGO
*OPTIM

*140 euro OFFERs 
Creation + Design (3 models)
Limited reviews (5 free)
Vectorial usage for online & offline (high-res)
 FREE Business card

LOGO
*PREMIUM

 *220 euro OFFERs 

Branding services: includes everything related to the visual identity and logo, but also to people's perception of that brand. 
The starting prices shown here are indicative, for a customized price, contact us! 

BRANDING. Starting prices. 

BRANDING
*BASIC

*220 euro OFFERs 
(1.BRAND GUIDELINE) 
__ 
Creation + Logo Design (2 models)
Limited revisions final logo (3 free)
Vector delivery for offline & online use (high-res)
Includes 8 total pages

BRANDING
*OPTIM

*250 euro OFFERs 

          
(1.BRAND GUIDELINE) 
(2.BRANDBOOK) 
 __ 
Creation + Logo Design (2 models)
Limited revisions final logo (3 free)
Vector delivery for offline & online use (high-res)
Includes 8 pages for each book

BRANDING
*PREMIUM

*350 euro OFFERs 

(1.BRAND MANUAL) 
(2.BRAND BOOK) 
(3.BRAND GUIDELINES) 
__ 
Creation + Logo Design (3 models)
Unlimited revisions
Vector delivery for offline & online use (high-res)
Includes 12 pages for each book

Creation + Design (3 models)
Unlimited reviews 
Vectorial usage for online & offline (high-res)
 FREE Business card
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Or choose a starting price with a personalized offer. 
2nd SERVICES GGDESIGNO CREATIVE STUDIO 

GRAPHIC DESIGN. ALL SERVICES.

PRINTING GOODS 
GRAPHICs
*CUSTOM & MORE
*PROMO MATERIALS 
*ON DEMAND

Request offer DESIGN per Hour No fixed prices. 

GRAPHIC A5
*LAYOUT A5,
CUSTOM ON DEMAND, Request offer DESIGN per Hour No fixed prices.  

GRAPHIC A4
*LAYOUT A4,
CUSTOM ON DEMAND 

Request offer DESIGN per Hour No fixed prices.  

GRAPHIC A3
*LAYOUT A3,
CUSTOM ON DEMAND Request offer DESIGN per Hour No fixed prices.  

POSTERS 
*DIMENSIONS ON DEMAND

Request offer ONLINE QUALITY 
from 100euro+ 

OFFLINE QUALITY 
from 160euro+ 

GRAFICA PENTRU PRINT-URI STANDARD 

BUSINESS CARD
*DIMENSIONS ON DEMAND
CUSTOM 

custom 
DIMENSIONS fixed price*25euro

FLYER
*DIMENSIONS ON DEMAND
CUSTOM

 custom 
DIMENSIONS 

fixed price*30euro

BROCHURE
*DIMENSIONS ON DEMAND
CUSTOM

custom 
DIMENSIONS starts from*40euro

CATALOG
*DIMENSIONS ON DEMAND
CUSTOM

custom 
DIMENSIONS startsfrom *100 euro
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PACKAGING. Starting prices+ 
2D DESIGN 
/LABEL
*Creating design for your
business, smart labels, 
vectorial artwork 
dimensions & structure 
scale 1:1  
(cm /mm) 

SMALL 
DIMENSIONS 

35euro / design 

MEDIUM 
DIMENSIONS 

60euro / design 

LARGE 
DIMENSIONS 

80euro / design 

Request an offer
*CUSTOM OFFER
for your needs 

The price includes the vector creation of the design regardless of the size required for the print.

 We offer free consultation / We can help you communicate with your chosen supplier, to have a 
more relaxed experience throughout the manufacturing process.
Attention* in order to achieve the correct packaging of a product, you must choose a supplier 
as attentive as possible to the details & the seriousness of the packaging production

ILLUSTRATION. CUSTOM DRAWINGS. 

CREATION 
ART DIRECTION
*DIGITAL DESIGN

There is no starting price, as it is a unique creation, the price will be expressed per hour/respectively 
the duration of the drawing.

* For a personalized price, write to us!

ONLINE STORIES, ONLINE BRANDING. Prices on demand! 

CREATION
Brand strategy is based on audience definition, competition analysis, 
points of differentiation, name, logo and other auxiliary elements.
social posts / social ideas / branding ideas for your online page 

WHAT'S THIS? 
Your brand strategy is based on who you are, what you are like and what you look like 

Defines you and what you promote, your persona & profile. 

SCOPE
ONLINE / OFFLINE  ONLINE 

LET’S GET SOCIAL WITH SOCIAL MEDIA PLANS. 
PLAN CONTENT. Fixed prices.  

STARTER *210euro INCLUDES 
1x Plan content MONTHLY 

STANDARD *250euro INCLUDES 
1x Plan content MONTHLY 

4x posts /per week
20 total posts with graphics & text
Limited revisions (5free)

Presentation in ppt & schedule for entire month

2x posts /per week
15 total posts with graphics & text
Limited revisions (3free)

Presentation in ppt & schedule for entire month

4x posts /per week
20 total posts with graphics & text
Limited revisions (5free)

Presentation in ppt & schedule for entire month
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PREMIUM *350euro INCLUDES 
1x Plan content MONTHLY 

DELUXE *360euro INCLUDES 
1x Plan content MONTHLY 

1 post/ 7 days /per week
1 story/ 7days / per week
 + + total posts with graphics & text
 Other needs required (included)
Limited fbk & implementation (5 free) 

Presentation in ppt & schedule for entire month

1x POST *10euro INCLUDES          1x VIZUAL WITH DESCRIPTION

Thank you for your time. 
Designer, GEORGIANA GHIȚ 

More Info    à 

GGDESIGNO 
info@ggdesigno.com 

www.ggdesigno.com/services 

ABOUT US 

WEBSITE  
www.ggdesigno.com BRANDING & DESIGN

INSTAGRAM
FACEBOOK @ggdesigno / @georgianaghit THANK YOU! 

1 post/ 6 days /per week
 20 total posts with graphics & text
 Other needs required (included)
Limited fbk & implementation (5 free) 

Presentation in ppt & schedule for entire month




